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Exercises

Statistics Applied to Bioinformatics



Probabilities - Exercises

n Assuming a DNA sequence with independently and
identically distributed nucleotides, calculate the
probabilities of the following oligonucleotides.
q A

q AA

q AAAA

q AAAAAA

q CCCCCC

q CACACA

q CANNTG

q CACGTK

n Calculate the probabilities of the same oligonucleotides,
assuming that nucleotides are independently distributed,
but have the following prior probabilities
q P(A) = 0.31; P(T) = 0.29 ; P(C) = 0.19; P(G) = 0.21



Probabilities - Exercises

n All hexanucleotide frequencies have been measured in a complete genome.
If the pentanucleotide starting at position j of this genome is  GATAA, what
is the probability for the hexanucleotide at the same position to be GATAAG
?  Write the formula and calculate the value. The required (and some more)
intergenic frequencies are provided below.

AGATAA  0.0005523518490

CGATAA  0.0002483362066

GATAAA  0.0006012194389

GATAAC  0.0002327874281

GATAAG  0.0002733623360

GATAAT  0.0005949999274

GGATAA  0.0002788414294

TGATAA  0.0006226915617

AATAAG  0.0005998866864

ATAAGA  0.0005396166589

ATAAGC  0.0003003135522

ATAAGG  0.0003078658161

ATAAGT  0.0004167072663

CATAAG  0.0002418205280

TATAAG  0.0004486933251



Probabilities - Exercises

n The table below provides the frequencies of start and
stop codons in genomic, coding and intergenic
sequences respectively.

Genomic CodingIntergenic
Start ATG 0.01825 0.01868 0.01706
Stop TAA 0.02238 0.01991 0.02900
Stop TAG 0.01289 0.01246 0.01408
Stop TGA 0.02012 0.02118 0.01738

n Calculate the probability to observe, in each sequence
type, an open reading frame of
q at least 30 bp
q at least 300 bp
q at least 1000 bp

n If we observe an open reading frame of 300bp, what is
the probability to be in a coding region, knowing that 72%
of the genome is coding ?



Descriptive statistics - Exercises

n Explain why the median is a more robust estimator of
central tendency than the mean ?

n Which kind of problem can be indicated by
q a platykurtic distribution ?

q a mesokurtic distribution ?



Exercises - theoretical distributions

n In which cases is it appropriate to apply a
hypergeometric or a binomial distribution, respectively ?

n Does the hypergeometric distribution correspond to a
Bernouilli schema ?

n What are the relationships between binomial, Poisson
and normal distributions ?



Exercise - Word occurrences in a sequence

n A sequence of length 10,000 has the following
residue frequencies
q F(A) = F(T) = 0.325

q F(C) = F(G) = 0.175

n What is the probability to observe the word GATAAG
at any position of a sequence

n What would be the probability to observe, in the
whole sequence
q 0 occurrences

q at least one occurrence

q exactly one occurrence

q exactly 15 occurrences

q at least 15 occurrences

q less than 15 occurrences



Exercise - substitutions of a word

n A sequence is generated with equiprobable nucleotides.
What is the probability to observe the word GATAAG or a
single-base substitution of it, at any position ?



Exercises - fitting

n You want to fit a binomial curve on an observed
distribution
q Which parameters do you need ?

q How do you estimate these parameters ?

n Same question with a Poisson distribution



Exercises - fitting

n The table below shows the distribution of occurrences of the word
GATA in a set of 1000 sequences of 800 base pairs each.
q Fit a binomial, a Poisson and a normal distribution on on the observed

distribution.

q Draw the observed and fitted distributions and compare the fittings
obtained with the different theoretical distributions.

q Compare each fitted distribution with the observed one with a Q-Q plot

# GATAAG freq
0 223
1 337
2 247
3 119
4 54
5 13
6 6
7 0
8 1


